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Eastern District of Texas Court Denies Expert Exclusion Related to Pre-
Suit Damages and Reliance on License Agreements 
Intellectual Ventures II LLC v. Sprint Spectrum, LP, et al., Case No. 2:17-CV-0662-JRG-
RSP (E.D. Tex.) 
 

Executive Summary 
The defendants sought to exclude IV’s damages expert’s testimony as unreliable under Daubert 
due to his reliance on license agreements not sufficiently comparable to the hypothetical license 
and due to his inclusion of inappropriate pre-suit damages.1  The court determined, however, 
that the expert’s methodology did not warrant exclusion.2  Rather, the court noted that the 
defendants’ concerns would be more appropriately addressed via vigorous cross examination.3  
The court did order further briefing from the parties to determine whether some information 
relied upon by the expert may have been privileged, thus raising concern that the defendants 
were improperly denied access to relevant damages-related information.4 

… 

In September 2017, Intellectual Ventures II LLC filed suit against two Sprint entities, two 
Ericsson entities, and Alcatel-Lucent alleging infringement of U.S. Patent Nos. 8,682,357, 
8,897,828, 8,953,641, 9,320,018, 9,532,330, and 9,681,466.5  The covered technology related 
to wireless transmissions between eNodeBs and user equipment (“UE”) such as a smart 
phone.6 

The defendants filed a motion to exclude IV’s damages expert arguing that the licenses 
underpinning his reasonable royalty determination were not technically or economically 
comparable and that he failed to properly apportion damages.7  Further, the defendants 
objected to the expert’s inclusion of pre-suit damages, arguing that his calculation failed to 
comply with 35 U.S.C. § 287 and that he included damages prior to the issuance date of two of 
the patents-in-suit.8 

Comparability of License Agreements   
The defendants claimed licenses with three licensees that IV’s damages expert considered 
were unreliable.9  For the first licensee, which entailed 19 licenses to Ericsson, they argued that 
the licenses lacked both technological and economic comparability and further that the expert 
failed to apportion on three bases: FRAND, the smallest salable patent-practicing unit 
(“SSPPU”), and the value of the patented features.10  For the second and third licensees, the 
defendants took issue with the expert’s license fee calculation.11  The court disagreed, ruling 
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that the expert’s license analysis and resulting royalty determination based on such analysis did 
not warrant exclusion.12 

Regarding the purported technological differences between the 19 Ericsson licenses and the 
IV/defendant hypothetical license, the defendants argued that the damages expert’s opinions 
should be excluded due to his reliance on a technical expert’s opinions that defendants 
contended should also be excluded.13  However, the court declined to exclude the technical 
expert’s opinions, leaving the damages expert with adequate support on the technical 
comparability issue.14  

On the issue of economic comparability, the defendants objected to the expert’s reliance on an 
Ericsson-ZTE “Proud List,” i.e., a list of representative patents that the negotiating parties 
believe to be most relevant to the licensing negotiation at issue.15  The defendants “contend[ed] 
that comparing one group of patents that is representative of thousands of patents to the six 
patents-in-suit ignores the value of the vast majority of patents in the portfolio.”16  IV responded 
that its expert had appropriately considered these differences and that the “Proud List was the 
basis upon which [the parties] agreed to pay royalties.”17  Citing Ericsson, Inc. v. D-Link Sys., 
Inc. and Apple Inc. v. Motorola, Inc., the court ruled the expert’s reliance on the Ericsson 
licenses admissible and noted that the issued raised were issues of weight, not admissibility.18 

Responding to the defendants’ FRAND apportionment arguments, the court cited to CSIRO v. 
Cisco Sys., Inc., stating, “CSIRO does not require a reasonable royalty analysis to set out how it 
is not violating CSIRO, but simply requires that the analysis refrain from such violation.”19  
Addressing the  SSPPU apportionment, the court agreed with IV that a damages expert “is not 
required to begin with a SSPPU when [the] damages model is based on comparable licenses” 
and stated that the value of the patented features should be addressed in cross-examination.20  
The court also agreed with IV on the issue of apportioning for the value of the patented 
features.21  IV’s damages expert opined to a per-subscriber per-month rate based on 
comparable licenses and IV’s technical expert’s comparison of the value between the Ericsson-
ZTE Proud List and the patents-in-suit.22  The court ruled that IV’s expert could “rely on [a] per-
subscriber per-month basis used in the industry” as there was no evidence that he had failed to 
apportion for non-infringing features.23 

As to issues raised by the defendants related to the expert’s analysis of two other licenses, the 
court agreed with IV’s contentions that the defendants were arguing facts and ruled that such 
issues related to the expert’s methodology should be addressed in cross-examination.24 

Pre-Suit Damages 
In addition to claiming that IV failed to comply with 35 U.S.C. § 287, the defendants also claimed 
that by selecting a hypothetical negotiation date prior to the issuance date of two of the patents-
in-suit and opining to a single reasonable royalty rate, the expert inappropriately calculated 
damages on two of the patents before they were issued.25 

The court did not view this approach as awarding damages pre-suit, but, referencing Summit 6, 
802 F.3d at 1299, stated, “Whether this theory is flawed goes to the weight of the evidence, not 
to its admissibility.”26 
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Eastern District of Texas Court Reviews Panduit Factors and Other 
Issues 
Plastronics Socket Partners Ltd. et al. v. Dong Weon Hwang et al., Case No. 2:18-CV-
00014-JRG-RSP (E.D. Tex.) 
 

Executive Summary 
Plastronics filed a motion to exclude Hwang’s damages expert’s opinions related to his Panduit 
factor analysis and the economic impact of Plastronics’ merger.1  Plastronics also objected to 
the expert’s assumptions underlying his damages calculations relating to disputed contractual 
terms.2 

… 

In January 2018, Plastronics Socket Partners, Ltd. and Plastronics H-Pin, Ltd. (collectively, 
“Plastronics”) filed suit against Mr. Dong Weon Hwang and HiCon Co., Ltd. alleging 
infringement of U.S. Patent No. 7,025,602, breach of contract and tortious interference, among 
other claims.3  Accused products related to contacts for electronic devices.4 

Panduit Factor 2   
In seeking to exclude Hwang’s expert’s testimony under Panduit Factor 2, Plastronics argued 
that the expert failed to perform independent analysis or consult other technical experts relating 
to non-infringing substitutes and the relevant market.5 

The court disagreed, noting that the expert had relied on conversations with Mr. Hwang and a 
defendant technical expert, both of whom had “substantial experience in the relevant market.”6  
Further, the court noted that Plastronics had not challenged the experience of either of these 
two witnesses.7  Additionally, the court cited the expert’s research, his review of “hundreds of 
Plastronics’ documents,” and his attendance at Plastronics’ 30(b)(6) representative’s deposition 
as further support for his Factor 2 opinions.8  On this issue, the court concluded that the expert’s 
“testimony will be helpful to the jury.”9 

Panduit Factor 3 
Plastronics also sought to exclude Hwang’s expert’s opinion under Panduit Factor 3 that 
Plastronics lacked sufficient manufacturing capacity to make all the sales included in the lost 
profits calculation performed by Plastronics’ damages expert.10  To reach his opinion on this 
issue, Hwang’s expert provided a calculation showing that sales included in Plastronics’ lost 
profits calculation exceeded the manufacturing capacity cited by two Plastronics 
representatives.11 

The court found Hwang’s damages expert to be qualified to perform his analysis given his 
economics background and found his calculation to be “helpful to the jury,” stating, “There is not 
. . . an implicit requirement in Fed. R. Evid. 702 for the proffered expert to make complicated 
mathematical calculations.”12 
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Economic Impact of Plaintiffs’ Merger 
Plastronics also argued that Hwang’s damages expert had improperly opined on the intent of 
the “2012 divisive merger between Plastronics Socket and Plastronics H-Pin.”13  The expert had 
provided “an economic analysis of the divisive merger royalty obligations owed to Hwang.”14   

The court concluded that Hwang’s expert is “qualified to testify on the economic impact of the 
divisive merger, and his report provides sufficient support to make his testimony reliable.”15 
However, the court also ruled that the expert should not offer testimony as to Plastronics 
Socket’s “intent or purpose for the divisive merger.”16 

Assumptions Used Related to Disputed Terms 
Finally, Plastronics sought to exclude sections of Hwang’s damages expert’s report that 
“improperly attempt[ed] to construe disputed contractual language,” which was then used in his 
damage calculation.17 

The court determined that the expert’s assumptions were permissible, “even if those 
assumptions involve his understanding of relevant contract provisions.”18  The court also 
determined that the expert’s assumptions were necessary to “tie the damages model to the 
language of the contract.”19 
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Eastern District of Texas Court Weighs in on Admissible Damages 
Evidence 
RMail Limited, et al. v. Amazon.Com, Inc., et al., Case No. 2:10-CV-00258-JRG (E.D. Tex.) 
 

Executive Summary 
RPost sought to exclude the testimony of DocuSign’s damages expert relating to his analysis of 
Georgia-Pacific Factors 2 and 11 and non-infringing alternatives.1  The court found that RPost’s 
concerns with the expert’s opinions regarding non-infringing alternatives and Georgia-Pacific 
Factor 11 went to weight rather than admissibility.2  As to the Factor 2 analysis, the court 
excluded one paragraph of the expert’s report, finding that while the information contained in the 
paragraph might be otherwise relevant, it was not appropriately included in an analysis of 
Georgia-Pacific Factor 2.3 

… 

In June 2011, RMail Limited, RPost Communications Limited, and RPost Holdings, Inc. 
(collectively, “RPost”) filed suit against DocuSign, Inc. alleging infringement of U.S. Patent Nos. 
6,182,219, 6,571,334, 7,707,624, and 7,966,372.4  The accused technology related to the 
secure transmission of electronic documents.5  RPost’s case against DocuSign was 
consolidated with several other cases that RPost had filed against other defendants.6 

RPost and various defendants filed motions to exclude certain testimony of technical and 
damages experts.  In a June 12, 2019 Memorandum Opinion and Order, the court ruled on 
“seven motions that the Court finds are suitable for disposition on the briefing and without oral 
argument.”7  Included in this group of seven motions was RPost’s motion to strike sections of 
DocuSign’s damages expert’s report containing three areas of analysis: comparable licenses 
entered into by the defendant (Georgia-Pacific Factor 2), the defendant’s extent of use of the 
patented technology (Georgia-Pacific Factor 11), and non-infringing alternatives.8 

Georgia-Pacific Factor 2   
RPost moved to strike DocuSign’s damages expert’s analysis of Georgia-Pacific Factor 2 (“the 
rates paid by the licensee for the use of other patents comparable to the patent in suit”), arguing 
that the expert considered license agreements that were not comparable to the hypothetical 
license.9  DocuSign and the expert conceded that the agreements were not comparable, stating 
that the expert relied on these licenses to instruct his understanding of the “framework and 
structure” of the hypothetical license (primarily, the lump-sum payment).10 

While acknowledging that these agreements “may be appropriately related to other factual 
questions, such as the structure of the payment that would result from a hypothetical 
negotiation,” the court found that the expert’s discussion of these licenses in his Factor 2 
analysis did not fit the specific context of Factor 2.11  Thus, it struck the related paragraph from 
the expert’s report.12  The court noted, however, that it was not excluding the expert’s reliance 
on these licenses in any other context except his Factor 2 analysis.13 
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Georgia-Pacific Factor 11 
RPost sought to strike a portion of DocuSign’s damages expert’s analysis of Georgia-Pacific 
Factor 11 (“the extent to which the infringer has made use of the invention”) due to the expert’s 
reliance on an undated data set provided by DocuSign.14  RPost argued that absent a known 
date, “DocuSign could have cherry-picked or otherwise distorted usage information to lowball its 
self-usage estimates for factor 11.”15 

In denying RPost’s motion to exclude, the court found that this issue was a matter for cross-
examination since the objection “go[es] to weight, rather than admissibility.”16 

Non-Infringing Alternatives 
RPost also sought to exclude the damages expert’s opinions on non-infringing alternatives, 
arguing that his opinions were conclusory and failed to address the commercial viability of the 
identified alternatives.17  DocuSign countered RPost’s argument by noting that its damages 
expert’s opinions were based on its technical expert’s opinions and, therefore, were adequately 
supported.18  The court agreed with DocuSign finding this a matter of weight versus 
admissibility.19 
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Federal Circuit Upholds $21 Million Verdict Against Hughes Network 
Systems 
Elbit Systems Land and C4I Ltd. v. Hughes Network Systems, LLC, Appeal No. 2018-1910 
(Fed. Cir. June 25, 2019) 
 

Executive Summary 
The Federal Circuit upheld the jury’s $21.1 million damages award related to infringement of two 
asserted patents, rejecting Hughes’ arguments of non-infringement and claims that Elbit’s 
expert relied on an irrelevant settlement agreement, failed to properly apportion damages, and 
cited to prejudicial evidence.1  The court declined to address the issue of attorney’s fees, calling 
the issue not appealable, as the district court had not yet issued a final order on fees.2 

… 

In January 2015, Elbit Systems Land and C4I Ltd. and Elbit Systems of America, LLC filed suit 
against Hughes, a unit of EchoStar Corp., and other defendants alleging infringement of U.S. 
Patent Nos. 6,240,073 (the “‘073 Patent”) and 7,245,874 (the “‘874 Patent”).3  The accused 
products included satellite systems.4   

The jury found claims 2-4 of the ‘073 Patent, which covers aspects of reverse links in satellite 
communication systems, infringed and not invalid and awarded damages of $21.1 million.5  It 
found no infringement as to the ‘874 Patent.6  Following the trial, the district court denied 
Hughes’ JMOL motion for non-infringement and a new damages trial.7  The court also found the 
case to be exceptional and ruled that Elbit is entitled to attorneys’ fees; however, at the time of 
the Federal Circuit opinion, the district court had not determined the amount of the attorney fee 
award.8 

Hughes appealed the jury’s finding of infringement and the damages award as well as the 
district court’s exceptionality determination.9  The Federal Circuit rejected Hughes’ argument as 
to non-infringement and ruled that it lacked jurisdiction to opine on the attorney fee issue as the 
district court had not yet issued a final quantification of the fee award.10 

Hughes challenged the damages award on the grounds that Elbit’s damages expert relied on a 
settlement agreement that was not relevant to a damages determination related to the ‘073 
Patent, that the expert failed to properly apportion, and that he testified as to Hughes’ total per-
customer revenue and thereby improperly influenced the jury’s damages award.11 

Relevance of Settlement Agreement   
Hughes argued that the settlement agreement that Hughes’ expert relied upon was not relevant 
to a determination of the royalty to which Elbit and Hughes would have negotiated in a 
hypothetical negotiation for the ‘073 Patent.12  The settlement agreement, between Hughes, as 
licensor, and another satellite internet company Gilat, as licensee, covered one-direction 
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satellite communication.13  The technology covered by the settlement was “old one-way” 
communication rather than the newer two-way communication addressed by the ‘073 Patent.14   

While reiterating that “[n]ot every settlement will be relevant,” the court opined that Elbit’s expert 
had made sufficient adjustments to account for the differences between the settlement versus 
hypothetical negotiation context.15  For example, the expert chose a settlement that occurred 
within four months of the Elbit/Hughes hypothetical negotiation and opined to a per-unit royalty 
rate based on a 20 percent increase from the settlement agreement’s per-unit royalty, which 
was supported by “Hughes-based evidence.”16 

Apportionment 
Hughes also argued that “Elbit’s damages evidence, and hence the jury award, is counter to 
[the court’s] precedent on apportionment.”17 

The court rejected Hughes claim noting that Elbit’s damages expert had adjusted a per-unit 
royalty rate that inherently considered apportionment since the prior settlement agreement 
valued “a comparable component of a larger product or service.”18 

Prejudicial Evidence Regarding Hughes’ Revenue 
Finally, Hughes argued that Elbit’s damages expert had improperly cited “the revenue Hughes 
receives from service fees for an average customer over the course of that customer’s time 
buying the relevant service from Hughes.”19  In Hughes’ view, this testimony violated the 
Federal Circuit’s holdings under Uniloc, Ericsson, and LaserDynamics prohibiting plaintiffs from 
citing defendant’s total product revenues when the patents-in-suit cover only portions of the 
accused products.20  In Uniloc, the court found that such references can “skew the damages 
horizon for the jury.”21 

Here, however, the court distinguished between the damages expert’s reference to Hughes’ 
per-customer revenue to the horizon-skewing revenue references rejected in Uniloc, stating, 
“The $2500 customer-specific reference is not the same as Uniloc’s reference to Microsoft’s $19 
billion in company-wide revenue.”22 
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